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1. Teichmuller was the
by quadratic differentials
tions. He indicated
[3]
portant curves associated

first to bring out the important role played
in extremal problems in the theory of functhe behavior in the small of certain imwith them. It remained for Schaeffer and

Spencer [2, Chap. Ill] to carry out this study in full detail. While
they speak explicitly only of hyperelliptic
differentials,
the study of
the local structure is the same in the general case. The object of the
present paper is to show how, by a somewhat different approach to
the problem, a considerable simplification is obtained of the technical
details involved in this discussion.
In this local study we are concerned only with interior points of a
Riemann surface. On an oriented Riemann surface tyt, open or closed,
a quadratic differential is an entity which assigns to every local uniformizing parameter
z of dt a function Qiz) meromorphic
in the

neighborhood associated with z and satisfying the following condition. If z* is a second local uniformizing
parameter
of dt whose
neighborhood on dt overlaps that of z and Q*(z*) is the corresponding
function associated with z*, then at common points of the neighborhoods of z and z* we have
/ dz\2

From this definition it is clear that we may speak of a quadratic differential having a zero or pole of a given order at a point of 9? independently of the choice of local uniformizing parameter.
A quadratic
differential is to be denoted by the generic symbol Qiz)dzi.
We see at once that the zeros and poles of a quadratic differential
Qiz)dz2 form a discrete set on 9t. The points of this set will be called
singular points of Qiz)dz2.
Of great importance are the curves on which Qiz)dz2>0. Evidently
these are independent of the choice of local uniformizing parameters.
Maximal elements with this property will be called trajectories.
Our present objective is to give the structure of the family of trajectories in the neighborhood
of any point of Sft. This is relatively
simple in case the point is nonsingular,
a zero or a simple pole of
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Q(z)dz2. The desired result
(many-valued) function

(1)

is then

obtained

[June

by considering

the

r - f (Q(*))wdz

in a neighborhood of the point. This is done in [2] and here we will
only state the results.
A nonsingular point has a neighborhood
which is swept out by
open analytic arcs of trajectories.
From this it follows that an individual trajectory is an open arc or Jordan curve on 9t.
A zero of Q(z)dz2 of order n is the limiting end point of w + 2 trajectories which have limiting directions spaced at the angle 2ir/(n-\-2).
A suitable neighborhood of the zero is divided by these into w+2
sectors swept out by open analytic arcs of trajectories.
A simple pole of Q(z)dz2 is the limiting end point of a single trajectory which has a limiting direction at the pole.

2. The structure of the trajectories in the neighborhood of a pole
of order ^ 2 is more complicated and we now proceed to discuss this
in detail. A trajectory
may be regarded as an integral curve of the
differential equation

where r can be interpreted
as the real part of the function f of (1).
This interpretation,
coupled with the behavior of the trajectories
near a nonsingular point, shows that, unless a trajectory has a limiting end point at a zero or simple pole, r has on it the range — co <r
<oo.

We take up first the case where the order of the pole exceeds 2. We
may suppose the pole to be given by z = 0 for the local uniformizing
parameter z.

Lemma 1. Let Q(z) have a pole of order p., p>2, at z = 0. There are
is.—2 limiting directions in which trajectories can approach the pole
and these directions are equally spaced at angles of 2ir/(p. —2). For
a>0, sufficiently small, every trajectory which meets \z\ <a in each
sense either tends to z = 0 or leaves \z\ <<x. If a trajectory lies entirely in
| z\ <a, by adjoining to it the point z = 0 we obtain a Jordan curve whose
interior angle at z = 0is 2iv/(p, —2). For a as above there exists a number
p(a) such that if a trajectory meets \z\ = p, p^p(a),
it tends in at least
License
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First suppose n is even, =2m,
tion (2) can be written as

m>\.

Then

the differential
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equa-

dz

— = Azmil + bxz + b2z2 + • • ■)

dr
where we have made an arbitrary choice of square root (which does
not affect the trajectories)
and the series converges in some circle
\z\ <R (in which z acts as local uniformizing parameter).
We subject
a initially to the conditions that there is no singular point of Qiz)dz2
on \z\ ga other than z = 0 and that a<R.
Now we substitute
z= (— Aim —l)Z)~1/(m-1) with the root chosen
so that the differential equation becomes

dZ

-=

dr

1 + ciZ-1""-1'

+ cjZ-2'^-1)

+ •• • .

The above mapping carries z\ < a into an (m — l)-fold branched element exterior to a circle \Z =/3 and the series in Z_1/(m_1) converges
on the latter. Let now a be chosen small enough so that for \Z\ ^/3
| ClZ-i/<»-i)

_|_ C2Z-mm-i) + ...

| < 1/2

for each choice of the root. Set Z = X+iY. Then on the image of a
trajectory
we have dX/dr>\/2,
dY/dr<l/2.
Thus insofar as the
image of a trajectory lies on the branched element exterior to \z\ =fi,
X varies monotonically
with r and the curve has slope <1. The first
statement
implies that, in a given sense, the curve either tends to
Z = oo or leaves \z\ >/3. If the curve tends to Z = w it is clear that on
it d Y/dr tends to zero and thus the curve tends to Z = oo in the direction of the positive or the negative real axis. Taken on the (m — 1)fold branched

element

these give 2m —2 limiting

directions.

If the image of a trajectory
meets \z\ =21/2/3 at a point where
dtZ'ZzO, then the fact that the curve has slope <1 shows that in the
sense in which X increases the curves cannot meet \Z\ =/?, thus
must tend to Z = co. Similarly if the image of a trajectory
meets
\Z\ =21/2/3 at a point where 9tZ^0
the curve must tend to Z= oo
in the sense in which X decreases.

If the image of a trajectory lies entirely in \z\ >/3 it tends to
Z = oo, in one sense in the direction of the positive real axis and in
the other sense in the direction of the negative real axis, these lying
in a single sheet of the (m —l)-fold branched element.
Translating these results back to the z-plane we obtain all the statements of Lemma 1 in the case where n is even. As shown in [2] the
caseor copyright
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Lemma 2. Let Q(z) have a pole of order 2 at z = 0 and let (Q(z))~112
have the expansion (for one choice of the root)
(<3(2))-i/2

= (a + ib)z{ j + hlZ + j2Z2 +

. . . }

a&OMiz = 0.
Case I, at^O, 6j^O: For a>0, sufficiently small, every trajectory which
meets \z\ <ct tends in the one sense to z —Q, and in the other sense leaves
\z\ <a. Both modulus and argument of z vary monotonically on the
trajectory in \z\ <a. Each trajectory spirals about z = 0, behaving

asymptotically like a logarithmic spiral.
Case II, a5*0, o = 0: For a>0, sufficiently small, every trajectory
which meets \z\ <a tends in the one sense to z = 0 and in the other sense
leaves \z\ <a. The modulus of z varies monotonically on the trajectory
in \z\ <a. Each trajectory has a limiting direction at z = 0 depending on
the trajectory.
Case III, a = 0, o^O: Given e>0, there exists a(e)>0 such that for
a^a(e)
a trajectory which meets \z\ =ais a Jordan curve which lies in
the ring a(l +e)_1 < |z\ <a(l +e).
Here the differential

equation

(2) takes the form

— = (a + ib)z{l + hz + b2z2+ ■■ ■ }
dr
with the series converging

in some circle \z\ <R (in which z acts as

local uniformizing
parameter).
tions that there is no singular

We subject a initially to the condipoint of Q(z)dz2 on \z\ ^a other than

z = 0 and that a<R.
Substituting

z = ez, the differential

dZ

-=

dr

equation

a + ib -f- C\ez + c2e2Z +

becomes
••• .

Under the above mapping the left-hand half-plane 9?Z^log a corresponds to 0 < | z\ rga covered by a logarithmic branch element. The
series occurring here converges for 9?Z^log a. We again set Z = X

+iY.
Case I. Choosing a so small that for 9?Z^log

a

| ciez + c2e2Z+ ■ ■ ■ | < min (| a \ /2,

we have |dX/dr\

> \a\/2,

| 6 | /2),

\dY/dr\ > \b\/2 so that X and Y vary

monotonically with t on the portion of the image of a trajectory in
X<log a. Further, on this curve | dY/dX\ <3\ b/a\ so that the curve
tends in one sense to Z=

oo and in the other leaves X<log
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Setting W=(a+ib)~lZ,

dV

-

dr

W= U+iV

.

= dt{hez
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we have

,

+ b2e2Z -\-}.

Thus

dV
g Mex
dX

-

for a constant Af >0 in X <log a. Thus the variation of V on the portion of the image of a trajectory to the left of the ordinate X=t tends
to zero as t—>— oo. Hence the curve in question has as asymptote
a

line with slope b/a.
Translating
these results back to the z-plane we obtain the statements of Lemma 2 in Case I.
Case II. The results in this case follow by an obvious modification
of the methods used in Case I.

Case III. By the differential equation

dZ
-=

dr

ib + c\ez + c2e2Z + • • •

if we choose /3 so that for Xtsfi
| cxez + c2e2Z + • • • | < | b \ /2

we see that on the portion of the image of a trajectory
in X<(i, Y
varies monotonically
with t and I^X/rfFl <1. Thus a portion of an
image of a trajectory
which meets Y = t, 2mr^tS2(n-\-l)ir,
to the

leftof Z = j3-2tt meets F=2«?rand
the differential

equation

F=2(« + 1)tt in X <p. Now write

in the form

dZ

ib(l + axez + a2e2Z + ■ ■ ■ )-=1

dr
and choose 7 so that
9t i X n-ian(enX* - enX^)\ \<\X2I

l 71=1

for X\¥^X2, Xi, X2<y.
pose that

X^\

/ I

(That this is possible is easily verified.) Sup-

an arc of the image

of a trajectory

joins the points

-\-2miri, X2-\-2(m-\-\)iri where Xi, X2<y. Then integrating
ferential equation along the arc and taking the imaginary

find
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5R< £

M-1oB(e»x«- e"*)}

+ X2 - Xj = 0

which implies Xi = X2. Hence if the image of a trajectory
5 = min Q3, 7)—2x, the trajectory is a Jordan curve.

meets X<5,

Now given 77>0 let «(tj)> 0 be such that log afa) <5 and for
X <log airj)+t]
1

1

v\ b\

I Cle*+ c2e2z+ ■■■ I <

'

•

77-(- 2x

Then on the image of a trajectory
in X<log
01(77)+77 we have
|dX/<f F| <tj/2tt. If such a curve meets X = log a, a ^01(77), the corresponding trajectory is a Jordan curve and the variation of X on
the image does not exceed t\, hence it lies between AT= log a —t] and
X = log a+77.
Translating
these results back to the z-plane we obtain the statements of Lemma 2 in Case III.
Our description
of the local structure
of the trajectories
differs
slightly from that of [2, Chap. Ill ] but the statements there (Lemmas
IX and X) could be proved just as easily. Not only does the present
method supply a simpler approach
(except perhaps in Case III of
Lemma 2) but it is useful in investigating
sharper properties
of the
structure of trajectories, cf. [l].
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